communityLAB
Equation’s approach to panels

What you’ll see in this deck

Thank you…
…for your interest in communityLAB – Equation’s approach to panel creation and management.
In this document you will see:
• Our general approach to panels – What are they? Why use them?
• communityLAB step-by-step guide to panel creation
• Panel engagement best practices and some tools we use
• Panel surveying overview

• Reporting and analysis options
• Additional info on Equation for reference
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What is a Panel?

What is a panel?

A community…
A panel is first and foremost a community – it’s a
group of individuals who feel connected to each
other in a common cause.
Like all communities, panels need to be infused with
purpose and meaning. This encourages
participation. The more engaged panelists are, the
more thoughtful, concerned, and considered
feedback will be.
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What can you use a panel for?
Panel uses…
As you build a community and engage with it, there are multiple different ways to generate
insight from it:
• Survey research for one-off (adhoc) studies
• At any time you can field a single survey asking panelists a range of questions on one or more
topics (this is referred to as ‘adhoc’ research)

• Survey research for ongoing (continuous) studies
• Field the same survey either weekly/monthly/quarterly that tracks panelist behavior/attitudes
over time and allows you to see important (and developing) trends

• Unstructured feedback
• Panels allow you to field questions and receive a wealth of unstructured feedback that can be
analyzed using a variety of methods

• Qualitative feedback
• Panels with community portals can be ideal places to conduct qualitative research via online
forums or other online methods

• Recruitment
• Panel participants are often willing to participate in other research your company might be
conducting that is not specifically panel related – for instance website feedback, in-person
qualitative, sensory research, etc.
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Panel advantages
Panels have many advantages…
Panels are essentially your own ‘research environment’. They release you from the
constraint of always needing a third party to find and recruit people to survey.
Some of the tangible advantages of panels are:
Speed

Surveys can be programmed and released to a panel in a fraction of the time it
takes to develop traditional surveys.
Accuracy With a panel you always know exactly what you get. You have complete control
over the recruitment of a panel so you know you are talking to the people you
want to talk to.
Efficiency Because you are sending surveys to the same set of people, all of the information
you collect is available for each study. There is no need to continually ask
someone their age or gender in each study.
Cost
Panels allow you to conduct research at a fraction of the cost of traditional
studies. There is no need to seek respondents to fill in surveys, that work is done
at panel recruitment and is not repeated for each study. A considerable saving of
time and money.
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Panel Development

Equation’s approach
The Equation difference…
Equation has developed proprietary panels since our inception. Because Equation designs,
programs, fields and manages entire online panels in-house, we have a great deal of
freedom to shape the design and scope of a potential panel to meet the specific needs of
clients.
We believe in removing as much pain from the process as possible for our clients. Our
approach is such that we take the reins on execution, reporting, customer service, tech
support, and ongoing maintenance of the database and website, thereby providing our client
with the opportunity to focus on applications for the research.
And perhaps the most important differentiator is our orientation towards the management
of our panels, regardless of size and scope. We recognize the incredible value a panel has,
not only as a research tool, but as an ongoing community that needs attention and care. We
provide clients with comprehensive panel engagement strategies to ensure panelists are
interested and motivated to participate.
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Equation’s approach
At Equation, we…
…don’t give you a piece of software and disappear
Our approach is to shield clients from the yet another piece of software. We find it more
efficient to let our Project Managers handle the technical side of panel surveying and to
let clients focus on the research. And unlike most companies who excel at the technology
side of panel services at the expense of the research and strategy aspect of talking to your
customers, Equation is equipped to handle everything if you simply want to guide projects
and let Equation do all of the heavy lifting.
… don’t have junior staff working on your account
Everyone at Equation has years of experience in survey development and deployment.
We will never leave you with junior staff guiding your account.
…don’t charge you endless fees for additional services
We believe in being up-front about costs and will always do everything to make sure our
clients have what they need. If you need something, just ask us! More often that not, we
find most additional requests easy, not hard (and if it’s easy, we don’t charge for it!).
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communityLAB
communityLAB step-by-step
communityLAB is our panel creation and maintenance service. It is a collection of different
processes and technologies we use to create and maintain panels for clients.
The communityLAB process consists of:

Panel Objective Setting
Recruitment Plan

Engagement Tool Creation
Panel Recruitment
Panel Health Analysis
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communityLAB
Panel Objective Setting
Panel Objective Setting
A critical component at the beginning is to
clearly define the panel’s goals. Goal setting
allows us to focus the recruitment and
engagement tools to ensure we are creating
a community that will deliver the insights
needed.
A panel can have multiple goals, some of
these may be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer feedback for new products/services
Trends in the wider marketplace
Tracking brand health
Ideation for new product/service ideas
Product/service satisfaction
Customer segmentation tracking
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communityLAB
Recruitment
RecruitmentPlan
Plan
Once we know the goals of the panel, we will work with clients to produce a comprehensive
recruitment plan. A recruitment plan stipulates the composition of a panel.
If we were creating a customer panel, we might need to decide:
• How many customer panelists?
• What customers should be represented
(high/medium/low value?)
• What age/gender? Is the panel balanced
in some way?
• Are there any sub-segments of customers
we need? (regional, product/service users, etc.)

After the recruitment plan is in place, we will work with clients to secure different sample
sources – customer lists, website users, warranty card information, etc.
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communityLAB
Engagement Tool Creation
Engagement Tool Creation…
Engagement tools are used to communicate with a panel on an ongoing basis. These can be
mixed and matched depending on panel goals, the size of the panel, and budget. Some of
these tools are:
Web Based Panel Portal – A web-portal panelists can log into to see outstanding surveys, change their
details, have access to various pieces of news and information.
Panelist Forums – Typically part of a Portal, they allow panelists to engage in either on or off-topic
conversation and can be used as a qualitative tool to conduct research.
Email Newsletters – Periodic newsletters sent to each panelist that inform them of previous survey results
or any other news/information of interest.
Contact Emails – contact emails panelists can use if they have questions/comments about the panel or a
specific survey.
Prize Draws and Sweepstakes – panel incentives that are typically administered on a quarterly basis with
the winners announced either in an email or the panel portal (if one exists).
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communityLAB
Engagement Tool Creation

Example of a Web-based
Portal login page
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communityLAB
Panel Recruitment
Panel Recruitment

A good guideline for panel size requirements
is 1500 minimum, ideally 2500-5000 and
anything north of 5000 is a bonus

After the recruitment plan has been finalized, sample sources identified, and the engagement
tools created, the panel recruitment phase begins. This involves several steps:
1. Panel Invitation – an email invitation to each prospective panelist outlining what the panel
does, what (if any) incentive is involved, a compelling ‘call to action’, and details on how it
all works. For customers/prospects contacted outside of email we would design
appropriate invitation language and graphics (website, newsletter, mailing lists, etc.).
2. Profiling Study – panelists who click through the invite will be taken to a profiling study.
The profiling study asks all relevant demographic/attitudinal questions the client needs in
order to fulfill the recruitment plan. As well as any information that is important to store
for each individual panelist.
3. Confirmation – after the profiling study, the panelists is confirmed via email link exchange
to ensure the information (specifically their email address) is valid and working.
4. Welcome – in the following week or so after initial recruitment, the panelists are
welcomed to the panel using a Welcome survey – a small survey with general interest
questions used to ensure panelists are receiving survey invites from the panel.
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communityLAB
Panel Health Analysis
Panel Health Analysis
Throughout the recruitment phase and
through to the initial Welcome survey, we will
be actively monitoring the ‘panel health’.
For the recruitment, we look at how close the
final panel numbers are to the plan and we
will adjust/tweak invites to ensure we come
as close as possible.
From the initial Welcome survey on, we
actively monitor response rates and keep an
eye on good versus bad response groups,
providing clients with a quarterly Health
Report on panel progress.
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Panel Surveying Overview

Panel Surveying
Surveying the panel
Once the panel is up and running, the exact type and frequency of studies is typically in the hands
of the client – depending on the goals they originally set for the panel.
Some general guidelines for panel surveys are:
• Keep surveys short – as the profiling study contains a lot of information,
surveys don’t need to repeat things like demographics, so they are generally
shorter. Even so, we’ve found that 5 to 10 minute surveys work best. They
keep the panelist engaged and protected from survey fatigue. For engaging
topics we could increase length as needed to 15 or 20 minutes or higher if
needed.
• Keep study frequency at about two per month – of course this rule can be
broken, but by and large, you want to engage a panelist about once every
two weeks. Less frequent studies are not usually a problem, more frequently
and you run the risk of feeling like you are ‘spamming’. If you have larger
panels you can run more surveys per month.
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Panel Surveying
Surveying the panel
• Ask interesting questions – sometimes it’s necessary to ask many
relatively boring/mundane questions to gather information. Make sure
you balance this with more interesting questions that may be only
tangentially related to the study at hand (for instance, people’s opinion on
current events/news).
• Ask open-ended questions – panelists love it when you ask them to
express themselves in an unstructured way – simply asking them to give
their opinion and giving them lots of room to do so will lead to many
immersive/rich responses.

• Conduct follow-up surveys – a panel allows you to field a follow-up survey
to any sub-set of individual panelists. Panelists who gave you particularly
interesting feedback might be candidates for a follow-up where you ask
them to elaborate more on their answer.
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Innovative Qualitative Research Techniques
Engaging ways to capture feedback from your panelists …
Online research has evolved extensively both in quantitative and qualitative techniques. Equation has been integrating these
techniques over the last several years for both panel and non-panel studies. In some cases we run the qualitative techniques entirely
ourselves and when appropriate we use third party partners whose sole focus is running these types of interview methods. The
benefit of running these studies through Equation is we co-design the process, have the technology set-up to integrate with these
techniques in real-time, and we bring cost efficiencies based on the volume of work we conduct. Outlined below are some examples
of interview methods perfect for engaging panelists:

One-On-One Moderated Interviews – Online qualitative interviews would be conducted via real-time intercepts
during an online quantitative study and led by a professional moderator, using “chat” type technology. These 20
minute qualitative sessions allow us to probe deeply on key points to uncover respondents’ opinions and
reactions in much greater detail and are based on a focus group type of guide developed by Equation.
Online Shared Discussion Groups – Respondents participate in an online threaded discussion system that
allows us to conduct research over an extended period of time (3-7 days). Participants are given discussion
questions and allowed to proceed at their own pace. Multi-media capabilities also allow our moderator to
provide stimuli to group participants. The group can interact together and our moderator retains the ability to
control the flow of the conversation.
Online Focus Groups – Respondents participate in real-time moderated focus groups online. We split
respondents into mini-groups of 4-8 participants/group. Our moderator would pose questions and lead the
discussion in real-time.
Online Video Groups/Ethnographies – Tapping enhanced webcam and streaming technology, our video-based
Online Focus Groups or Ethnographies combine the convenience of the Web with the comfort of an in-home
discussion.
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Panel Study Timeline
Study Timeline

Survey
Programming

Fielding

Data processing
and reporting

• For a typical 10 to 15 question survey that
includes programming and testing – 1 day

• Most surveys are 80% complete in the first
day of fielding. Fielding time can vary
depending on response rates, but an average
of 2 to 5 days is typical.

Total study length can vary
from 4 to 10 days depending
on the complexity of the
survey and the reporting
required. Projects can also be
turned around in 24 hours
when needed.

• Basic tables for a study can be produced in
under a day. More comprehensive reporting
will take anywhere from 2 to 5 days.
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Reporting and Analysis Options

communityLAB Reporting
Reporting
At Equation, our approach is to let the client
decide on the level of reporting and analysis
they feel comfortable with.
Generating a full report for every study can be
costly, and for many smaller studies it’s not
particularly needed.

Likewise, having no access to a full report
(when needed) is frustrating as clients don’t
always have the proper time or resources to
devote to each study.
Equation’s reporting and analysis emphasizes truly “telling a story” with insightful analysis, visuals and business
implications versus the typical “data description” often provided in reporting that falls short.
Our innovative and proprietary analytics/reporting tool (analyticsLAB) will prove to be a valuable component of
a panel program to make the results more easily accessible and actionable to access after the initial study is
provided. See next page for further detail on analyticsLAB.
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Providing results you can use – smarter analysis and
tools for clearly sharing actionable information
Our innovative and proprietary analytics/reporting tool (analyticsLAB) makes survey results more easily
accessible and actionable:
 We merge and consolidate the data into a single platform, build the metrics you need, and present them in an easy to
use, intuitive, online application.
 Ability to combine survey data across multiple projects with other critical business information (sales data, CRM,
media spend, website metrics, etc)
 Send or share reports with colleagues, run cross-tabulations/ad hoc reports, build graphs and dashboards, one-click
export to Excel - and a range of other features designed to take the heavy lifting out of research reporting and data
exploration. And we are there to assist in the process throughout the year.

analyticsLAB
Please let us know if you would
like to schedule a demo
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communityLAB Reporting
Reporting Options

Full Reporting

•A comprehensive report that
covers all questions, includes
relevant analysis, and a list of
findings/recommendations

Partial
Reporting

•A partial report that displays
the results of each question in
graphical form

Tables

•Data tables that list each
question with a single banner

Included in each of these options:
• Full data tables in Excel or SPSS
format
• Full list of all verbatim responses
to open-end questions
• Attachment of demographic data
from the profiling survey to each
study
• Additional follow-up requests to
run cross-tabs on any question
(amount of requests TBD by panel
budget)
• Highly accessible Dashboard
reporting in Excel or web-based
flash applications
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Who is Equation Research?

Brief introduction to Equation
 Equation is a full-service research firm, delivering a
unique blend of…

 Smarter study design and analysis - bringing





strategic, client-side experience to your issues
Proprietary, advanced programming and
technology for even the most complex studies
Experienced, proactive project management
Actionable reporting that’s ready to implement
versus purely descriptive of the data
Innovative, custom built deliverables

 We have seen substantial “grass roots” growth since
our launch in 2000 mainly through client referrals.
We currently serve upwards of 200 national brands.

 Close to 80% of our business involves brand or
advertising related research – both directly with
brands and with creative/media agencies.
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Specialists in brand and communications research

Brand Strategy
• Equity
• Awareness & Usage
• Positioning
• Satisfaction/
• Segmentation Loyalty

conceptLABTM

brandIQ TM

(Testing and Optimization)

(Impact Measurement/ROI)

•
•
•
•

Continuous Tracking
Wave Tracking
Sponsorship/Event Tracking
Media Evaluation

• Products or Services
• Name/Logo/Tagline etc.
• Positioning Platforms

adLABTM

(Testing and Optimization)

• Creative Concepts/Idea testing
• Rough/Animatic/Photomatic
• Finished campaigns – TV, Digital,
print, social, viral
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A unique, distributed business model

What does Equation’s distributed
business model mean for you?

• We can hand pick the best and brightest regardless of where they live (or aspire to live).
Our team is experienced, engaged and fully committed to the success of your projects
• Lack of huge overhead costs lets us deliver great value
• To make it work, we’ve developed world class technology that allows us to be fast,
flexible and responsive to your needs
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Evolved research thinking
Consumers, culture, technology, media and communications are all changing
(and quickly)…

Is the way you think about research keeping pace?

Business focus

Insight driven
Highly tailored
Research focus
Traditional
Research

Data overload
Cookie-cutter

Engaged,
conversational
approach

Laboratory approach
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Only our clients can say it better than we can…
We turned over our copy testing and tracking studies to Equation based on the
recommendation of our ad agency who has had great experiences with them. We had
challenges in the past in working with companies who did not add the strategic context we
needed when looking at the data. Equation came in and really added that dimension and
it’s had a great impact on our communications strategy.
Chris Gibson
VP Brand and Advertising Strategy, GE
Equation is a truly a trusted partner in helping us meet our business goals. We've met
companies who understood the technology of online research and we’ve met companies who
understood the research side of the business, but Equation is the first company we’ve met
that truly gets both. They’ve really transformed the way we look at both our ongoing testing
and our larger strategic studies.
Debra Vurpillat
VP of Consumer Planning, The Marketing Arm
We have worked with Equation for over ten years and they are a trusted partner who truly gets the business we are in. We don’t know many
providers who would be as responsive and intelligent in terms of their approach to each project, and this willing to put up with our sometimes
demanding needs. World-class team indeed.
Terry Campion
Director of Custom Research, Condé Nast

I had the opportunity to work with the Equation Research team to define and test a new product offering. Equation was very creative in their
approach and their process was extremely collaborative (which isn’t always the case). They met tight deadlines and went above and beyond to
deliver a thoughtful, strategic analysis that was ready to implement.
Karen McSteen, President, brandMatters

Contact us:
Chris Burke
VP of Research & Development
602.840.0290
cburke@equationresearch.com

